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          Basic Concepts of electric circuits 

 

 Direct current (DC) circuit analysis deals with constant currents and 
voltages. 

 Alternating current (AC) circuit analysis deals with time-varying 

voltage and current signals whose time average values are zero. 

The DC circuit components considered in this course are the constant 

voltage source, constant current source, and resistor. Electronics also 
deals with charge Q, electric  and magnetic  fields, as well as, 

potential V. 

 Current: 

The fundamental quantity in electronics is charge and at its basic level is 

due to the charge properties of the fundamental particles of matter. The 

role of the proton charge is negligible. 

The aggregate motion of charges is called current I 

                I=dq/dt ……………..(1) 

where dq is the amount of positive charge crossing a specified surface in 
a time dt.  

The charges in motion are actually negative electrons. Thus the electrons 

move in the opposite direction to the current flow. 

The SI unit for current is the ampere (A). For most electronic circuits the 

ampere is a rather large unit so the mA unit is more common. 
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Potential Difference: 

The change in potential dV across a distance dr in an electric field E is 

 

                                           dv=-E.dr   …………..(2)      

A positive charge will move from a higher to a lower potential. The 

potential is also referred to as the potential difference or, incorrectly, as 
just voltage: 

v=v21=v2-v1= ∫ 𝑑𝑣
𝑣2

𝑣1
……..(3) 

Remember that current flowing in a conductor is due to a potential 
difference between its ends. Electrons move from a point of less positive 

potential to more positive potential and the current flows in the opposite 

direction. 

The SI unit of potential difference is the volt (V). 

 

Resistance and Ohm's Law 

For most materials 

 

                                                v α I,  v=RI   ………..(4)                                  
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where v2-v1 is the voltage across the object, I is the current through the 
object, and R is a proportionality constant called the resistance of the 

object. Resistance is a function of the material and shape of the object, 

and has SI units of ohms (  ). It is more common to find units of k  and 
M  . The inverse of resistivity is conductivity. 

Resistor tolerances can be as bad as  20 % for general-purpose resistors 

to ±0.1 % for ultra-precision resistors. Only wire-wound resistors are 

capable of ultra-precision applications. 

The concept of current through and potential across are key to the 
understanding of and sounding intelligent about electronics. 

The Schematic Diagram 

Figure 1 shows some common circuit elements encountered in DC 

circuits. A two-terminal network is a circuit that has only two points of 

interest, say A and B. 
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Electromotive Force (EMF) 

Charge can flow in a material under the influence of an external electric 

field. To maintain a potential drop (and flow of charge) requires an 
external energy source, ie. EMF (battery, power supply, signal generator, 

etc.). We will deal with two types of EMFs: 

The ideal voltage source is able to maintain a constant voltage regardless 
of the current it must put out (  is possible). 

The ideal current source is able to maintain a constant current regardless 

of the voltage needed (  is possible). 

Because a battery cannot produce an infinite amount of current, a model 

for the behavior of a battery is to put an internal resistance in series with 
an ideal voltage source (zero resistance). Real-life EMFs can always be 

approximated with ideal EMFs and appropriate combinations of other 

circuit elements. 

 

Ground: 

A voltage must always be measured relative to some reference point. It is 

then assumed that the reference voltage point is ground. 

Under strict definition, ground is the body of the earth. It is an infinite 
electrical sink. It can accept or supply any reasonable amount of charge 

without changing its electrical characteristics. 

It is common, but not always necessary, to connect some part of the circuit 

to earth or ground, which is taken, for convenience and by convention, to 
be at zero volts. Frequently, a common (or reference) connection of the 
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metal chassis of the instrument suffices. Sometimes there is 
a common reference voltage that is not at 0 V.  

Figure 2 show some common ways of depicting grounds on a circuit 

diagram. 

 

   

Figure 2:   Some grounding circuit diagram symbols: a) earth ground, b) 
chassis ground and c) common. 

When neither a ground nor any other voltage reference is shown explicitly 

on a schematic diagram, it is useful for purposes of discussion to adopt 

the convention that the bottom line on a circuit is at zero potential. 

Kirchoff's Laws: 

The conservation of energy and conservation of charge when applied to 

electrical circuits are known as Kirchoff's laws. 

Conservation of energy - zero algebraic sum of the voltage 

drops  vs  around a closed circuit loop (imaginary loop) 

                                           ∑ Vs𝑠  =0    …………………….(5) 

Conservation of charge - zero algebraic sum of the currents Is flowing 

into a point (total charge in, equals total charge out) 

                                            ∑ 𝐼𝑠𝑠   =0 ……………………..(6)  

 

https://sites.ualberta.ca/~gingrich/courses/phys395/notes/node9.html#ch1grounds
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When applying these laws to solve for circuit unknowns we will find the 
following definitions useful: 

 an element is an impedance (resistance) or EMF (ideal voltage 

source or ideal current source), 

 a node is a point where three or more current-carrying elements are 
connected, 

 a branch is one element or several in series connecting two adjacent 

nodes, and 
 an interior loop is a circuit loop not subdivided by a branch. 

Using these definitions, we can apply Kirchoff's laws to a circuit to solve 

for the unknown quantities. The general procedure is: 

1. define the currents and voltages on a diagram, 

2. apply Kirchoff's laws to loops and nodes, 
3. write down a set of linear algebraic equations, and 

4. solve for the unknowns. 

But before we look at general circuits let's consider how simple resistors 

add. 
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